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This research highlights the completeness of ishing vessels' safety in Brondong, East Java, Indonesia. Brondong

Nusantara Fisheries Port is one of the largest ishing ports in East Java, with 1,546 ishing vessels. Ironically, in the

study, it was found that only 4% of all ishing vessels had vessel certiicates that were still active. This study uses

a qualitative analysis approach, which aims to describe and analyze the phenomena relating to the implementa-

tion of ishing vessel safety policies carried out by the Indonesian Minister of Transportation No. KM 46 of 1996

concerning Certiication of the Sea Worthiness of Fishing Vessels, which requires that every Fishing Vessel meet

the requirements of seaworthiness before sailing. This research is important because the lack of safety equipment

for ishing vessels in Brondong has been going on for decades. There is almost no solution to this problem. The

weak implementation of ishing vessel safety regulations in Brondong is due to weak law enforcement, lack of

supervision from local authorities, and the weak purchasing power of boat owners for ship safety equipment.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing

INTRODUCTION

Fishing is one of themost dangerous activities. According to

(Chan, Hamid, &Mokhtar, 2016) in “A Theoretical Reviewof

Human Errors in Maritime Accidents”, “the most signiicant

problems affecting cruise safety are collisions, ires, over-

turning and drowning. Maritime accidents result in loss of

human life, loss of property, and pollution”.

The number of shipping vessel accidents in Indonesia is

quite alarming. In the National Transportation Safety Com-

mittee (NTSC) Database issued on November 25, 2016, the

total number of shipping accidents during 2010-2016 was

54 timeswith details of sinking 12; burning 19; collision 17;

ran aground 3; Other 2; which left 337 dead; and 474 in-

jured.

From these data, it can be seen that safety factors are still

not a priority for shipping agents in Indonesia.

Seaworthy certiication of ishing vessels in ishing opera-

tions concerns the safety and security of all crewmembers.

Ships granted permission to sail are ships that have fulilled

administrative feasibility and technical sailing feasibility is-

sued by Syahbandar in the form of Sailing Permit (SIB) after

previously fulilling the Operation Acceptance Letter (SLO).

The facts in almost every ishing port in Indonesia have

two agencies that have the duty and authority to issue sea-

worthy certiicates for ships to sail, namely the Ministry of

Transportation (syahbandar general) and the Ministry of

Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (syahbandar isheries).

Both institutions have rights because they have a legal basis,

as stipulated in the law. The existence of the same author-

ity from the two relevant agencies resulted in confusion and

overlapping roles of each Syahbandar which ultimately had

an impact on isheries actors, including the validity of cer-

tiicates and swelling inancing.

Brondong Nusantara Fisheries Port (NFP) has a strategic

role in isheries and marine development, namely as a cen-

tre or central formarine isheries activities, especially those

in the East Java Lamongan Regency.

There are 13,997 ishermen and no less than 1,546 ishing

boat units, 435 ish cultivators, 49 hatchery entrepreneurs

(7 ish storage units), and 7 ice plant units that provide ish-

ermen's needs source (Food and Agriculture Organization,

2004). But with such great potential, ironically, there are
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many ishing vessels that are very alarming. There are al-

most no ishing vessels equippedwith safety equipment but

still allowed to sail. Even though once sailing takes 10 days

to 12 days. This is very dangerous because if an accident

occurs, the ishermen must handle it themselves without

safety equipment.

Equipment that should be added to ishing vessels to meet

safety standards is: lifebuoy, lifejackets, life raft, irst aid

box, ire extinguishers, radar, lights and signals, Very High

Frequency (VHF) radios, distress lares, compasses, water-

tight doors, and stairs.

Data obtained from theDepartment of Transportationof La-

mongan District (2018) shows that only 7.8% of 1,546-ship

units in Brondong have sea-worthy ishing vessel/ship-

itting certiicates. This needs to get serious attention from

the government, considering that ishing vessels that sail

without a boat mean that besides the illegal conditions, the

condition of the ship is not known as the safety equipment

that should be on board. So that if an accident occurs at sea,

then it cannot be overcome immediately.

The issue of shipping safety on ishing vessels is very com-

plex because it involves operators, the supervision of of-

icials, and ishermen. The operator should be responsi-

ble for the completeness of the safety of the ship which is

marked with a certiicate/ship pass issued by the Trans-

portation Agency of the Lamongan Regency Government.

The fact that only 7.8% of ishing vessels at PPN Brondong

which have boat itting, is very alarming. The limited num-

ber of apparatus compared to the area handled is also very

inluential on the accuracy of the examination. So thatmany

ishing boatswithout ships escaped just carrying out ishing

operations. And what is not less important is the aware-

ness of the ishermen on the importance of shipping safety

so that theydonot force thewill regardless of the risks faced

when sailing.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Public Policy

Public policy is whatever governments choose to do or not

to do. Governments do many things (Trischler & Charles,

2019). They regulate conlict within society; they organize

society to carry on conlict with other societies; they dis-

tribute a great variety of symbolic rewards andmaterial ser-

vices to members of the society; and they extract money

from society, most often in the form of taxes. Thus, pub-

lic policies may regulate behaviour, organize bureaucracies,

distribute beneits, or extract taxes-or all of these things

at once (Daugbjerg & Feindt, 2017; Dye & Dye, 1992; Sri-

boonyaponrat, 2016).

Stated most simply, public policy is the sum of govern-

ment activities, whether acting directly or through agents,

as it has an inluence on the life of citizens (Peters, 2018).

Government and the policies made by the government are

sometimes so controversial, frustrating, and at the same

time, very important. But because the public is the source

of political authority, that is, the authority to act on the pub-

lic’s behalf, it is clear that the government is at the centre

of efforts to make public policy (Birkland, 2015; Endang &

Risal, 2017).

Policy Implementation

Most studies of policy implementation-especially in social

programs such as job training, education, and health - have

focused on relationships within and among large bureau-

cracies in which the dominant theme has often been the

subtle distortion of program intent through delay and resis-

tancebyoficials defending their traditional programsor re-

sponding to local resistance (Mazmanian & Sabatier, 1983).

According to Mazmanian and Sabatier (1983), there are

three groups of variables that affect the success of im-

plementation, namely the characteristics of the problem

(tractability of the problems), characteristics of the pol-

icy/law (ability of statute to structure implementation) and

environmental variables (no statutory variables that have

implemented) (Subarsono, 2005).

Analysis of the Implementation of Mazmanian and

Sabatier Models

The important role of the analysis of the implementation

of state policy is to identify the variables that inluence the

achievement of formal objectives in the entire implementa-

tion process. The variables in question can be classiied into

3 categories, namely: (1) Easy whether or not the problem

is controlled, (2) Policy ability to structure the implemen-

tation process; and (3) Variables outside the law that affect

implementation (Ekowati & Roro, 2005).

Shipping Safety

In the Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia

Number 69 of 2001 concerning Port, shipping safety is de-

ined as a condition for fulilling safety requirements con-

cerning transportation in the waters and ports.

There are many causes of ship accidents because they are

not heeded to theneed for each vehicle onboard tobe lashed

to the problem of placement of goods that do not take into

account the ship's centre of gravity and stable arm style.

Thus, the causeof an accident of a ship cannot be statedwith

certainty but needs to be assessed.
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Seaworthy Certiication Procedure According to the

Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (KKP)

Law No. 45 of 2009 concerning Fisheries Article 42 para-

graph (3), it is explained that each ishing vessel that will

sail to do ishing and/or transport ish from a ishing port

must have a Sailing Permit (SIB) issued by the syahbandar

at a ishing port. The Sailing Permit is issued by the syah-

bandar after the ishing vessel has received an operational

feasibility letter (SLO) from the isheries supervisor. In this

case, the Syahbandar in question is the Syahbandar at the

Port of Fisheries which is appointed by the Minister in ac-

cordancewith theDecree of theMinister ofMaritimeAffairs

and Fisheries No. 19 of 2006 concerning Appointment of

Syahbandar at Fisheries Ports.

The main duty of the ishery portfolios in ishing ports

(Nang & Write, 2015): (1) Re-checking the completeness

and validity of ishing vessel documents; (2) Re-checking

ishing equipment on board ishing vessels; (3) Check the

technical and nautical requirements of ships from aspects

of shipping safety; (4) Check the requirements of the crew;

(5) Regulate the departure and arrival of ishing vessels and

regulate movements and trafic in ishing ports, and (6) Is-

sue Sailing Permit (SIB) in ishing ports.

METHODOLOGY

This paper uses a descriptive qualitative approachmodel as

the primary writing approach. The data used in this writ-

ing is secondary data, where secondary data is generally in

the formof evidence, records, or historical reports that have

been compiled in archives (documentary data), both pub-

lished and unpublished (Moleong, 2001).

The techniques used to collect data in this paper are: (1)

Study of literature; (2) Documentaries; (3) Discussion; and

(4) Intuitive-Subjective, is the involvement of the author's

opinion about the problem being discussed (Ghofar, 2004).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Implementation of shipping safety policies at Brondong

PPN was analysed using the Mazmanian and Sabatier

(1983) models. According to Mazmanian and Sabatier

(1983), the important role of the analysis of the implemen-

tation of state policy is to identify the variables that inlu-

ence the achievement of formal objectives throughout the

implementation process. The variables in question can be

classiied into 3 categories, namely:

Easy orNot ProblemsControlled Support of Theory and

Technology

In the Republic of Indonesia Law Number 17 of 2008 con-

cerning Shipping, it is stated that shipping safety and secu-

rity is a condition of fulilling safety and security require-

ments concerning transportation in the sea, port, and mar-

itime environment. Safety and security of water transport,

namely the condition of compliance with the ship and navi-

gational itness requirements (article 117).

To ensure the safety of the shipping, ishing vessels must

fulill sea-worthy requirements. The deinition of ship's sea

worth according toRepublic of Indonesia LawNumber17of

2008 concerning Shipping is the condition of ships that ful-

il ship safety requirements, prevention of water pollution

from ships, manning, cargo lines, loading, ship crewwelfare

and passenger health, ship legal status, safety management

and prevention of pollution from ships, and security man-

agement of ships to sail in certainwaters. Ship safety as one

of the requirements for the fulillment of a ship's sea is de-

ined as the condition of the ship that meets material, con-

struction, building, machinery, and electrical requirements,

stability, arrangement and equipment including auxiliary

equipment and ship radio, electronic, as evidenced by a cer-

tiicate and testing (article 1 paragraph34 of theRepublic of

Indonesia Law Number 17 of 2008 concerning Shipping).

The shipping safety issues that must be carried out by all

ishing vessels in Brondong are very complex. The agency

authorized directly in this matter is the Department of

Transportation of Lamongan Regency. This agency issued a

Ship Nationality Certiicate (Ship) and Ship Excellence Cer-

tiicate.

To obtain theNationality Certiicate (Ship Ship) has been ar-

ranged in the Lamongan Regent Decree Number 8 of 2004

concerning Retribution Measurement, Registration, Provi-

sion of Ship Nationality Certiicate (Small Pass) and Ship

Excellence Certiicate, which requires (1) photocopy of ID

card still valid, (2) Ship Ownership Letter from the local Vil-

lage/Kelurahan Chief, and (3) photocopy of Ship Excellence

Certiicate (Lamongan Regent, 2002).

Requirements for obtaining a ship's Perfection Certiicate

are (1) photocopy of valid ID card, (2) photocopy of individ-

ual Establishment/identity Deed, (3) Ship Ownership Let-

ter from local Village/Kelurahan, (4) physical data on ship

building construction, (5 ) data on years of shipbuilding, (6)

list of equipment and materials inside the ship, and (7) list

of crew and crew members.

From the description above, it can be seen that the regional

regulations in the form of the Lamongan Regent Decree

Number 8 of 2004 do not mention ship safety equipment

as a condition for obtaining the Nationality Certiicate (Ship

Ship) or Ship Perfection Certiicate.

Technically, it is dificult to implement the safety equipment

on ishing boats in Brondong. This is because the isher-
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men's awareness of the importance of safety equipment is

still low. Besides that, ship safety equipment is relatively ex-

pensive for ishermen.

A large number of ishing vessels and the vastness of the

area faced with a limited number of oficers is a separate

obstacle in monitoring ship movements regularly. So, many

ishing vessels sail without reporting to Syahbandar. And, of

course, these ishing vessels sailed without Sailing Permits

(SIB) issued by the Syahbandar.

It is undeniable that ship safety equipment that can guaran-

tee the safety of shipping is high-tech, which causes the high

cost of the equipment. This also becomes an obstacle for

ishermen to equip their ships with ship safety equipment

because they have to spend a lot ofmoney. Not proportional

to the income earned from ishing.

Percentage of Total Population Covered in the Target

Group

This factor is a sub-factor of the characteristics of a ish-

ing boat shipping program, as stated by Mazmanian and

Sabatier's theories. It should be emphasized here that the

clarity of the target group in the implementation of shipping

safety policies on ishing vessels is very important.

The target group in the shipping safety programare the ish-

ing communities included in the Brondong PPN work area,

totaling 13,997 people with 1,546 ishing vessels Source

(Food and Agriculture Organization, 2004). The ishing

community is distinguished between the crew and ship

owners.

One unit of ishing vessels is usually owned by several ish-

ermen. A isherman sometimes has several ishing vessels

with the aim that if one of his ships suffers a loss, there is

still a favourable expectation fromother ships. They formed

a group of ishermen totaling 18 Fishermen Associations.

Diversity of Target Group Behaviour

Themorediverse the behaviour is regulated, or themore di-

verse services are given, themore dificult it is tomake clear

and clear rules, and thus greater freedom of action must be

given to oficials in the ield. Given the possibility of differ-

ences in the commitment of ield oficials to the goals and

objectives set out in policy decisions, the provision of free-

dom of action is likely to lead to quite fundamental differ-

ences in the success rate of program implementation.

The difference in behaviour of the target groups in address-

ing shipping safety policies is seen in the ishing commu-

nity in Brondong. The ishing community is distinguished

between the shipowner and the crew.

The Desired Level of Behaviour Change

The desired level of behaviour change in the target group is

compliance with shipping safety regulations. To ensure the

safety of shipping in the sea, the ship must meet the ship's

seaworthiness. The standards for the feasibility of a ship's

sea require that the ship to be sailingmustmeet the require-

ments of buoyancy, are movable, and feasible to navigate.

The Decree of the Minister of Transportation No. KM 46 of

1996 concerning Certiication of Feasibility of Fishing Ves-

sels states that "every ishing vessel that will sail mustmeet

the requirements for marine safety of ishing vessels and

ishing vessels that are declared to meet the requirements

of marine safety and Certiicate of Excellence and Preserva-

tion of Fishing Vessels" (Food and Agriculture Organization,

2004).

The standards for the reliability of the ship's sea are trans-

lated differently by legislation. The following is a compar-

ison table of marine feasibility requirements stated in the

Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 17 of 2008 con-

cerning Shipping, Decree of the Minister of Transportation

Number KM 46 of 1996 concerning Certiication of Feasi-

bility of Fishing Vessels, and deinition of Unus researchers

from Bogor Agricultural Institute 2004.

However, the facts in the ield indicate that the level of com-

pliance with the implementation of shipping safety policies

is very low. Only 4% of all ishing vessels in Brondong have

valid nationality certiicates.

Policy Ability to Structure the Implementation Process

Clarity and Consistency of Purpose

The shipping safety regulations for ishing vessels are af-

irmed by the Minister of Transportation as outlined in the

Decree of the Minister of Transportation Number KM 46

of 1996 concerning Certiication of the Feasibility of Fish-

ing Vessels, which states that every Fishing Vessel which

will sail must meet the requirements of the Fishing Ves-

sel. Fishing vessels that are declared to meet the require-

ments for marine worthiness are given the Nationality Cer-

tiicate of the Ship. The Local Government of Lamongan

Regency is in accordance with its authority as stipulated

in the Government Regulation of the Republic of Indone-

sia Number 25 Year 2000 concerning Government Author-

ity andProvincial Authority asAutonomousRegions (Global

Regulation, 2007) which is updated by Republic Govern-

ment Regulation Indonesia Number 38 of 2007 concerning

Division of Government Affairs Between the Government,

Provincial Governments, and Regency/City Governments,

has the right to handle ishing vessels with Gross Tonnage

(GT) of less than 7 (Govrnment Regulation of the Republic
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of Indonesia, 2008).

Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia Num-

ber 25 Year 2000 concerning Government Authority and

Provincial Authority as Autonomous Regions (State Gazette

of the Republic of Indonesia Number 54 of 2000, Supple-

ment to State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia Num-

ber 3952) which is updated by Republic Government Reg-

ulation Indonesia Number 38 of 2007 concerning Division

of Government Affairs Between the Government, Provincial

Governments, and Regency/City Governments.

On the basis of the above regulations, Lamongan District

Regulation Number 8 of 2004 concerning Retribution Mea-

surement, Registration, Provision of Ship Nationality Cer-

tiicate (Small Pass) and Ship Excellence Certiicate, which

states that each ship measuring gross contents is smaller

than GT 7 operated on the sea or river must meet shipping

safety requirements.

In order to fulill the shipping safety requirements, each

vessel measuring gross contents smaller than GT 7 must

be measured, registered and equipped with the National-

ity Certiicate (Small Pass) and must have a Ship Perfection

Certiicate.

In its implementation, the Department of Transportation

of Lamongan Regency as the policy implementor encoun-

tered several obstacles, including: (1) Most shipowners

did not try to obtain ship itting due to a large number of

costs incurred, especially during ship measurement. Ofi-

cials authorized to carry out ship measurements are per-

sonnel from Syahbandar Gersik or Syahbandar Surabaya;

(2) So far, there has been almost no decisive action from law

enforcement oficials in the sea who have questioned the

completeness of safety equipment on board. So there is no

driving factor for shipowners to equip their ships with ship

safety equipment; (3) Sea ishing operations that have been

going on for a long time have become accustomed without

the existence of safety equipment according to government

regulations. Instead of a loat, it is a 25-liter empty jerry can

and a hatch covered with cork. While about 10-meter long

bamboo is used to help people who fall in the sea, replacing

the rope function.

Accuracy of Fund Source Allocation

Mazmanian and Sabatier revealed that funds were needed

at a certain threshold level to open opportunities to achieve

formal objectives in order to achieve effective implementa-

tion. The accuracy of the allocation of funding sources is

very important because the amount of the budget sourced

from the APBN (State Budget and Expenditure) is very lim-

ited to inancing the shipping safety program of ishing ves-

sels.

One of the uses of the budget is for the socialization of ship-

ping safety for ishing vessels. However, the outreach activi-

ties havenothada signiicant impact on ishermen's compli-

ancewith shipping safety regulations as expected. The ish-

ermen are still reluctant to complete their ships with ship

safety equipment.

Integration of Inter-Institutional Hierarchy of Organi-

zations

One important feature that every good rule of law needs

to have according to Mazmanian and Sabatier, is its abil-

ity to integrate the hierarchy of implementing agencies.

When the ability to integrate agencies, agencies and institu-

tions fails to be implemented, coordination between agen-

cies that facilitates the implementation of policies will actu-

ally disperse the objectives of the policies that have been set

(Agustino, 2007). The diversity of agencies implementing a

program can be seen as capital in terms of human resources

that must be managed in such a way that it can be a posi-

tive side of program implementation. However, when these

agencies fail to be integrated, it will only become a barrier

to the effective and eficient implementation of the imple-

mentation.

The authority of the two institutions mentioned above is

clear and not overlapping, even supporting each other.

Syahbandar can be said to be the last supervisor of the com-

pleteness of auxiliary equipment on board before the ship

carries out ishing operations at sea. Thus, it can guarantee

the safety of shipping. In addition, law enforcement at sea

is also carried out by small units of elements of the Indone-

sian Navy's National Police and Posal Aquatic Police. In ac-

cordance with what is stated in the Government Regulation

of the Republic of Indonesia Number 38 of 2007 concern-

ing Division of Government Affairs between the Govern-

ment, Provincial Governments, and Regency/City Govern-

ments (Global Regulation, 2007). So the Lamongan District

Transportation Agency has the authority to issue Ship Na-

tionality and Ship Perfection Certiicate for GT ishing ves-

sels < 7.

The facts on the ground indicate that the Lamongan District

Transportation Agency in coordinating with law enforce-

ment oficers in the sea, bothwith the Aquatic and Posal Po-

lice (TNI AL Post) in the Brondong PPNworking area, is not

optimal.

In addition, the Department of Transportation of Lamon-

gan Regency is not optimal in coordinating directly with the

Marine and Fisheries Service of Lamongan Regency. The

shipowner, after receiving the Ship, takes him to the Lam-
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ongan Regency Marine and Fisheries Service to obtain SIPI

(Fishing License), which is then based on the Ship and SIPI

Pass; then, the Brondong PPNHeadquarters issue SIB (Sail-

ing License).

From the description above, it can be concluded that the

integration of the hierarchy between implementing institu-

tions is not as expected. Each Service/agency implementing

agency runs on its own according to itsmain tasks and func-

tions.

Going forward, although there is no overlap in authority to

handle shipping and licensing safety issues, it is necessary

to carry out integrated coordination. In this case, the Lam-

ongan regent as Head of the Regional Government needs to

make an agenda of coordinationmeeting on shipping safety

involving the Department of Transportation, Maritime and

Fisheries Agency, Head of Brondong PPN, Head of Bron-

dong PPN Headquarters, Polair, Indonesian Navy, PPPNS,

and Chairmen of Fishermen Pillars. Coordination meetings

are scheduled at least once a month, so that developments

in the ield can be evaluated immediately.

Implementation Rules of the Implementing Agency

In addition to providing clarity of goal consistency, mini-

mizing obstacles, and intensive fulillment of the compli-

ance of target groups, a law can still inluence further the

implementation process by formally outlining the decision-

making rules of the implementing agencies.

The Decree of the Minister of Transportation Number 46

of 1996 concerning Certiication of the Viability of Marine

Fishing Vessels, states that:

"Every ishing vessel that will sail must meet the marine

feasibility requirements of ishing vessels and ishing ves-

sels that are declared to meet the requirements for marine

worthiness to be given a letter and certiicate in the form

of Ship Nationality Certiicate and Certiicate of Excellence

and Preservation of Fishing Vessels" (Articles 1 and 2).

To followup on theDecree of theMinister of Transportation

above, the Lamongan District government-issued local reg-

ulations in the formof LamonganRegentDecreeNumber 11

of 2005 concerning Implementation Guidelines for Lamon-

gan District Regulation Number 8 of 2004 concerning Ret-

ribution Measurement, Registration, Provision of Ship Na-

tionality Certiicate (Small Pass) and Ship Excellence Cer-

tiicate.

The regional regulations include governing the procedure

for submission and requirements for theNationality Certii-

cate (Small Pass) and Shipbuilding Perfection Certiicate. To

obtain the Nationality Certiicate (Small Pass) and Ship Ex-

cellence Certiicate, the shipowner must submit a written

application to the Regional Head through the Head of the

Transportation Agency.

The Lamongan Regency Transportation Service can receive

and process applications for the Ship Nationality Certiicate

(Small Pass) if the requirements have been met by the ap-

plicant. The processing and issuance of the Ship Perfection

Certiicate must be based on ield conditions and must pay

close attention to shipping safety and be guided by regu-

lations on vessel feasibility as well as legislation related to

ship perfection.

Recruitment of Implementing Agencies

In principle, there are several ways that legislators/regu-

lations can be taken to ensure that implementing oficials

have the agreement required to achieve the objectives. The

responsibility for implementation can be assigned to agen-

cies whose policy orientation is in line with regulations and

are willing to place the program on top priority.

According to its main task, the agency that handles ship-

ping safety issues is the Department of Transportation of

Lamongan Regency and Brondong PPN Headquarters. The

two implementing agencies in providing permits are always

based on meeting the feasibility requirements of the ship's

sea to guarantee shipping safety. An informant from the La-

mongan District Transportation Agency said: "We process

the ship that was submitted by the shipowner, but some-

times even though the conditions are incomplete, for exam-

ple, there is no letter of measurement, we still process. The

reason is to provide convenience to them ". For ship own-

ers, obtaining a measurement letter is not an easy matter

because, in addition to the problem of the cost that is not

small, it must also bring a measuring oficer from Syahban-

dar Gersik or Syahbandar Surabaya. Head of Syahbandar

PPN Brondong Bro. Amik Armiyoso, A.Pi., M.Sc., said:

"We provide SIB based on evidence of the existence

of SIPI and Pas Kapal from ship owners besides pay-

ing attention to weather factors". Based on the De-

cree of the Directorate General of Capture Fisheries No.

4356/DPT3/KF.440.D3/X/2006, one of the main duties of

the isheries portfolios in ishing ports is to examine the

technical and nautical requirements of ships from aspects

of shipping safety. Thus, the Shahbandar should continue

to consider aspects of shipping safety in the ield in provid-

ing SIB. The head of the Brondong PPN Syahbandar added:

"Our human resources are very limited; it is dificult for us

to monitor one by one from the thousands of ships here."

From the description above, it can be seen that the execu-

tors of the shipping safety policy have not optimally imple-

mented shipping safety regulations due to various obsta-
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cles.

Outside Variables That Affect the Implementation Pro-

cess Socio-economic and Technology Conditions

The success of a program is not only determined by one fac-

tor but is determinedbyvarious factors, including the socio-

economic conditions of the community.

The level of self-help of ishermen communities in the form

of cash from very small ishing communities is one of the

obstacles that relate to the socio-economic conditions of the

community. This condition has caused the implementation

of the shipping safety program to not proceed as expected.

Besides that, the socio-economic conditions of ishing com-

munities also affect the repayment of installments on the as-

sistance of ship safety equipment in the form of a lifejacket

that is sought by the Syahbandar. The funds they receive

from the results of catching ish are sometimes only enough

to be used to fulill their daily needs.

As is known that the shipping safety equipment on board

generally uses high technology in its manufacture, causing

prices to be relatively high. The ishing community must

spend no small amount of money if they have to equip their

ishing vessels with ship safety equipment.

Public Support

Public support is one of the factors outside the policy that

affects the effectiveness of the implementation of shipping

safety programs. This has also been discussed by Mazma-

nian and Sabatier.

To be able to achieve the results of policy implementation,

each program also requires support from superiors both in

budget allocation and protection from actors who do not

support the policy.

Community support for shipping safety and facilities does

not come naturally, but the needs and beliefs of the people

for shipping safety and socialization are more important.

In accordance with Government Regulation Number 81 of

2000 concerning Navigation where the Directorate of Navi-

gation of the Directorate General of Sea Transportationwho

plays a role and is responsible for the functions of shipping

safety has not been known or recognized by various par-

ties, both government agencies and service users, but the

beneits have been felt.

One of the Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) es-

tablished for the beneit of shipping safety is the Bawean

Building Movement (Gate). Abdul Basit Karim, the Gate

Coordinator, once requested that the port administrator

(adpel) inspect all shipping equipment for all ships on the

Gresik-Bawean route. This is related to the policy of the

Gresik Port Administration which prohibits the sailing of

the KMP Tri Star-9 because it is not yet equipped with a

number of shipping safety requirements (Nang & Write,

2015).

Attitudes and Resources of the Target Group

Community groups can inluence the process of implement-

ing policies, both those that support the program and those

who oppose the program. There are differences in address-

ing shipping safety regulations in the target group. The ish-

ermen who are crew members realize the importance of

shipping safety and tend towant the completeness of safety

equipment on board. But when it is asked to the shipowner,

they tend to be reluctant to complete their ship with safety

equipment. It is because ship safety equipment is expen-

sive, not in accordance with income from ishing.

Thus it can be concluded that the reluctance of shipowners

to equip their ships with safety equipment is due to limited

inancial resources. In addition, it is also due to the atten-

tion of the authorities in the sea who tend not to prioritize

shipping safety issues as an important factor that must be

considered in sea ishing operations.

Support of Higher Oficials

According toMazmanian and Sabatier, superior institutions

of implementing agencies can provide support for the ob-

jectives of the law through the number and direction of su-

pervision, the provision of inancial resources, the number

of new tasks that conlict with the old tasks.

In the context of smooth trafic in the sea and river waters

and for shipping safety, the Local Government of Lamongan

Regency regulates, controls and controls ship operations in

the waters through Regent Decree Number 8 of 2004 con-

cerning Retribution Measurement, Registration, Provision

of Ship Nationality Certiicate (Small Fitting) and Certiicate

of Ship Perfection.

Target Compliance To ComplyWith Output

The policy steps taken by the Department of Transporta-

tion of Lamongan Regency have not been effective. Facts

on the ground indicate that the facilities provided by the

Department of Transportation of Lamongan Regency have

not been utilized properly by ishermen/shipowners. Un-

til 2010, only 4% of the total ishing vessels (1,546 units)

in Brondong, which had the Nationality Certiicate (Pas Ka-

pal), were still active.
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Impact of Output of Shipping Safety Policy

The policies taken by the LamonganDistrict Transportation

Agency have two effects, positive and negative. Positive im-

pacts for ishermen/shipowners are: (1) Pressing the cost

of the Ship Perfection Certiicate management, especially

when measuring vessels, which must bring a measuring of-

icer from Syahbandar Gersik or Syahbandar Surabaya; and

(2) Fishermen/owners are easier to administer the Nation-

ality Certiicate (ship itting) because they do not have to go

to the East Java Province Transportation Agency, which is

quite far but suficient at the LamonganDistrict Transporta-

tion Agency.

Thenegative impact is that ishermenhavedificultieswhen

entering ishingports outsideBrondong, for exampleGersik

or Surabaya. The port syahbandar clerk knew that the boat

itting shown by Brondong ishermen did not match the ac-

tual size of the ship.

Revision of the Law

The implementation of shipping safety policies for ishing

vessels can be carried out effectively if it is based on a clear

and irm legal umbrella. From the results of the study, the

regulations that need to be revised are (1) Decree of the

Minister of Transportation Number KM 46 of 1996, revised

with reference to the Lawof theRepublic of IndonesiaNum-

ber 17 of 2008 concerning Shipping; and (2) Lamongan Re-

gent Decree Number 11 of 2005 concerning Implementa-

tion Guidelines for Lamongan District Regulation Number

8 of 2004 concerning Retribution Measurement, Registra-

tion, Ship Nationality Letter (Small Pass) and Ship Excel-

lence Certiicate, revised by specifying speciically the ship's

safety equipment as conditions for obtaining a Ship Perfec-

tion Letter.

With the revision of the regulation above, it will be used as

a guideline for implementing agencies and minimizing dis-

cretion so that the objectives of the ishing vessel shipping

policy can be achieved.

Factors Affecting the Implementation of Safety Policy

for Shipping of Fishing Vessels at Brondong Nusantara

Fisheries Port, Lamongan, East Java

The implementation of the ishing vessel safety policy in

Brondong is very complex. Many factors inluence it so far,

even though various shipping safety regulations have been

issued at the central government level, ministerial level to

the local government level as if unable to change the be-

haviour and attitudes of ishermen on shipping safety in

carrying out ishing operations at sea.

The stubbornness of the ishermen who ignore the com-

pleteness of ship safety in ishing operations at sea is due

to the too loosening of policy discretion from implementing

agencies in implementing existing regulations. Too much

discretion is possible due to the lack of strict regional reg-

ulations in regulating shipping safety issues. There are still

loopholes from the regulation that can be breached by the

implementing agency not to enforce the regional regula-

tions strictly.

In paragraph 2 article 5 Lamongan Regent Decree Num-

ber 11 of 2005 concerning Implementation Guidelines for

Lamongan District Regulation Number 8 of 2004 concern-

ing Retribution Measurement, Registration, Ship National-

ity Certiicate (Small Pass) and Ship Excellence Certiicate,

does not explicitly require the existence of completeness

ship safety must be on board to obtain the Nationality Cer-

tiicate (Small Pass) and Ship Perfection Certiicate. Ship-

ping safety factors are mentioned in paragraph 2, article 6,

namely:

"Processing and issuance of Ship Perfection Certiicates

must be based on ield conditions and must pay close at-

tention to shipping safety and be guided by regulations on

vessel feasibility and laws and regulations related to ship

perfection."

With no detailed mention of safety equipment that must be

on board as a condition for the feasibility of a ship's sea, the

implementing agency can more freely take a discretionary

policy in processing and issuing Shipbuilding Perfection

and Shipbuilding Certiicates. Other factors that inluence

the implementation of shipping policies are the steps taken

by Syahbandar PPN Brondong in the granting of SIB. Based

on the Decree of the Directorate General of Capture Fish-

eries No.4356 DPT3/KF.440.D3/X/2006, one of the main

duties of the isheries portfolios in ishing ports is to exam-

ine the technical and nautical requirements of ships from

aspects of shipping safety. But because the number of Hu-

man Resources is limited compared to the thousands of

ishing vessels, it cannot be carried out optimally. So, the

provision of SIB is only based on the ownership of SIPI and

Pas Kecil other than, of course, theweather factor in the sea.

The role of law enforcement oficers at sea is also very inlu-

ential in the implementation of shipping safety policies. So

far, law enforcement oficers in the sea tend not to pay at-

tention to the problem of the completeness of safety equip-

ment on the ship. What is always asked of ishermen is the

ownership of SIPI so that if there is a boat that violates the

ishing area, it will be dealt with irmly. When the ship was

almost never inspected, it was understandable if an infor-

mant said that the ship's pass was never extended because
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it was forgotten, even when the ship was never opened.

Coordination between weak implementing agencies is also

an obstacle in the implementation of shipping safety poli-

cies. During this time, almost never carried out integrated

coordination between the Department of Transportation

Lamongan, Lamongan Regency Marine and Fisheries Ser-

vice, Brondong PPN, Brondong PPN Syahbandar, and law

enforcement oficers in the sea (PPPNS/Civil Servants Ofi-

cer, Polair/Indonesian Water Police and Indonesian Navy).

For the ishermen, the most serious factor in addressing

shipping safety regulations is that they consider the exis-

tence of safety equipment on board as unimportant. Hered-

itary traditions have taken root in their hearts that objects

on board are objects that loat in water so that they can be

used as a helper when accidents occur at sea. In addition,

ship safety equipment is felt to be expensive compared to

income from ishing.

Another factor that causes the ishermen to be reluctant to

take care of the ship's pass is the requirement for measur-

ing letters. The authorized measuring oficer is from the

Gersik and Surabaya syahbandar. This causes an increase

in the cost of the ship owner's costs.

Given the information above, it can be concluded that ish-

ermen's awareness of the importance of ship safety equip-

ment is very low. Theremust be law enforcementmeasures

so that the implementation of shipping safety policies is

carried out as expected.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of research and discussion, it can be

concluded that the implementation of the safety policy of

ishing vessels shipping at the Brondong Archipelago Fish-

eries Port (PPN) in Lamongan Regency, East Java is dificult

to implement due to several obstacles, including:

1. Support theory and technology: (a) Decree of the Minis-

ter of Transportation Number 46 of 1996 concerning Certi-

ication of Feasibility of Marine Fishing Vessels still refers

to the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 21 Year

1992 concerning Shipping, which does not explicitly state

the fulillment of the requirements of equipment for assis-

tance (tools safety) on the boat; (b) Regional regulations

in the form of the Lamongan Regent Decree Number 8 of

2004 do not specify ship safety equipment as a condition

for obtaining the Nationality Certiicate (Ship Ship) or Ship-

building Perfection Certiicate; and (c) The high cost of ship

safety equipment is caused by the high technology used in

the manufacture.

2. Diversity of behavior of the target group. The presump-

tion ofmost ishermen is that ishing vessels and their parts

aremade ofmaterials that can loat so that they can be used

as a helper.

3. The desired level of behavior change. Low awareness of

ishermen to comply with shipping safety regulations.

The factors that inluence the implementation of ishing

vessel shipping safety policies at the Brondong Nusantara

Fisheries Port, Lamongan, East Java are:

1. Accurate allocation of funding sources. The routine bud-

get provided to the implementing agency is not suficient to

implement a shipping safety program.

2. Integrated hierarchy between implementing agencies.

The integration of the hierarchy between implementing in-

stitutions is not as expected due to a lack of coordination.

Each agency/agency implementing agency runs on its own

according to its main tasks and functions.

3. Socio-economic and technological conditions. As is

known that the shipping safety equipment on board gener-

ally uses high technology in its manufacture, causing prices

to be relatively high. The ishing community must spend no

small amount of money if they have to equip their ishing

vessels with ship safety equipment.

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Following are the limitations and suggestions given to over-

come the issues:

1. Support theory and technology. There needs to be a re-

vision of laws and regulations that focus on shipping safety,

namely: (a) Decree of the Minister of Transportation Num-

ber 46 of 1996 concerning Certiication of Feasibility of

Fishing Vessels, revised referring to the Laws of the Re-

public of Indonesia Number 17 of 2008 concerning Ship-

ping; (b) Lamongan Regent Decree Number 11 of 2005 con-

cerning Implementation Guidelines for Lamongan District

Regulation Number 8 of 2004 concerning Retribution Mea-

surement, Registration, Granting of Ship Nationality Letter

(Small Fitting) and Ship Excellence Certiicate, revised by

specifying speciically ship safety equipment as a condition

obtain Ship Perfection Letter; and (c) Providing subsidies in

the procurement of safety equipment by the government.

2. Diversity of behaviour of the target group. Provide de-

tailed explanations of ship safety equipment to eliminate

the perception of ishermen/shipowners that safety equip-

ment is merely identical to objects that can loat.

3. The desired level of behaviour change. Carry out social-

ization of safety of continuous shipping tirelessly to isher-

men and ship owners so that awareness arises to comply

with regulations.

The factors that inluence the implementation of the ish-

ing vessel shipping safety policy are sought to be a driver of
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the implementation of shipping safety programs; it is rec-

ommended:

1. Accurate allocation of funding sources. To overcome the

limited source of funds can be taken through (a) Using the

existing budget to implement shipping safety programs efi-

ciently; and (b) Increase the budget sourced from the State

Budget (Budget and State Expenditures) and the Regional

Budget (Regional Budget) of Lamongan Regency.

2. Integrated hierarchy between implementing agencies.

An initiative from the implementing agency supervisor is

needed to improve coordination so that the shipping safety

program can be achieved.

3. Socio-economic and technological conditions. There

needs to be an initiative from the Lamongan Regent to

empower large-scale Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

programs in the Lamongan Regency area, which are di-

rected to assisting the availability of ship safety equipment

for ishermen.
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